A few highlights of our history...

On 26 June 2006, CartONG was created in Chambère.

**2007**
- It's objective? Provide expertise in geographic data management and information management for humanitarian and development actors.
- CartONG organized the first edition of the GeoODG forum, with 19 humanitarian organizations present. Our team gave a first training for ACF. 2006 was also the year of the first tutorials created in support of UNHCR.
- CartONG implemented its first development project in Vietnam for OXF. We provided a training on Geodat.
- On the volunteer side, a team supported the Shelter Cluster in Indonesia.

**2008**
- CartONG continued to grow. It was the year of the first emergency deployment for UNHCR in Lebanon. The GeoODG Forum took place of Monte Carlo Congress Center for the first time, with more than 120 participants attending.
- First volunteer mission (Côte d'Ivoire).
- CartONG launched the CartObbing and signed a multi-year partnership agreement with MSF/HCI that will last long beyond the crisis. The GIS Unit. We worked for the first time in support of UNICEF.
- Creation of a Volunteer Emergency Mapping team.

**2009**
- CartONG officially doubled with the Ebola crisis more than 18 field missions were supervised by our teams in 2009. First large activation of CO2COT contributors by CartONG.
- On the volunteer side, it was the year of the first web-mapping project called “Atlas Solidarité Mozambique”.
- CartONG joined Mapping.Maps and organized its first meetup. Beginning of a large scale ODC support for Tana River tomatoes. CartONG joined Coordination Sud via the CHD and launched a new website.
- Volunteer mission to Mozambique to provide support for the launch of CO2COT.

**2010**
- CartONG published the first version of the Map Centre for MSF/HC and our teams supported 2 consultations in Iraq and Central African Republic. We gave a first training workshop for Handicap International. CartONG also carried out a study on the use of drones in the humanitarian sector with FSD.
- CartONG supported refugee assistance programs in Bangladesh. First projects with the French Development Agency and ACAPS, and publication of the FCD workshop for international humanitarian solidarity projects.
- On the volunteer side, a training mission took place in Mozambique.

**2011**
- CartONG published the Nordic Toolkit with Tana River tomatoes and thesoup of the Map Centre. We conducted several UN needs assessment missions and launched Maps from here & abroad. MAMAPA, CartONG’s sister association, was created in Germany.
- This was the year of Nomad Maps, a cycling itinerary in the Andes centered around collaborative mapping.

In early 2019, CartONG provided cartographic support to its partners working in the field in Mozambique and launched a major internal project on data protection. Beginning of many volunteer gatherings in Paris.

**2012**
- First cooperation with MSF, ICRC and WFP. CartONG implemented the IOMA project in support of the whole humanitarian community. Beginning of annual partnership agreements signed with several UNHCR sectors.
- On the volunteer side, first Get-Together meeting between staff and members.

**2013**
- CartONG continued to grow. It was the year of the first emergency deployment for UNHCR in Lebanon. The GeoODG Forum took place of Monte Carlo Congress Center for the first time, with more than 120 participants attending.
- First volunteer mission (Côte d'Ivoire).
- CartONG launched the CartObbing and signed a multi-year partnership agreement with MSF/HCI that will last long beyond the crisis. The GIS Unit. We worked for the first time in support of UNICEF.
- Creation of a Volunteer Emergency Mapping team.

**2014**
- CartONG officially doubled with the Ebola crisis more than 18 field missions were supervised by our teams in 2009. First large activation of CO2COT contributors by CartONG.
- On the volunteer side, it was the year of the first web-mapping project called “Atlas Solidarité Mozambique”.
- CartONG joined Mapping.Maps and organized its first meetup. Beginning of a large scale ODC support for Tana River tomatoes. CartONG joined Coordination Sud via the CHD and launched a new website.
- Volunteer mission to Mozambique to provide support for the launch of CO2COT.

**2015**
- CartONG supported refugee assistance programs in Bangladesh. First projects with the French Development Agency and ACAPS, and publication of the FCD workshop for international humanitarian solidarity projects.
- On the volunteer side, a training mission took place in Mozambique.

**2016**
- CartONG published the first version of the Map Centre for MSF/HC and our teams supported 2 consultations in Iraq and Central African Republic. We gave a first training workshop for Handicap International. CartONG also carried out a study on the use of drones in the humanitarian sector with FSD.
- CartONG supported refugee assistance programs in Bangladesh. First projects with the French Development Agency and ACAPS, and publication of the FCD workshop for international humanitarian solidarity projects.
- On the volunteer side, a training mission took place in Mozambique.

**2017**
- CartONG published the Nordic Toolkit with Tana River tomatoes and the soup of the Map Centre. We conducted several UN needs assessment missions and launched Maps from here & abroad. MAMAPA, CartONG’s sister association, was created in Germany.
- This was the year of Nomad Maps, a cycling itinerary in the Andes centered around collaborative mapping.

**2018**
- In early 2019, CartONG provided cartographic support to its partners working in the field in Mozambique and launched a major internal project on data protection. Beginning of many volunteer gatherings in Paris.

**2019**
- September: earthquake in Indonesia
- Development of GeoDzoti
- February: earthquake in Haiti
- The Arab Spring movements ignited the Mediterranean basin
- November: Typhoon Haiyan hit the Philippines
- QGIS 2.0 release
- March: beginning of the Ebola crisis in West Africa, which lasted almost 3 years
- April: earthquake in Nepal
- August: beginning of massive population movements from Myanmar to Bangladesh

Staff data was calculated by taking into account the number of contacts per year and using the PSI calculation method. Some data for: OCHA, Save the Children, Oxfam, ActionAid, Human, Oxfam and Concern. From the full body.